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Have you signed up?
Visit http://acrl.projectoutcome.org 

Registration problems?
Email acrl@projectoutcome.org



Had you heard of Project Outcome 
before this session?
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If yes, click the “raise hand” icon

http://acrl.projectoutcome.org 



What is Project Outcome for Academic Libraries?

7Visit: http://acrl.projectoutcome.org 



Who Has Access?
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Free full access Free limited access Access at a cost

Academic library users Users who do not work 
in an academic or 
research library

Consultants

Research library users Groups (multiple 
institutions in a 
consortium or 
association)

Library school 
students

Full access = all resources, peer discussion, survey management, and data dashboards

Limited access = resources and peer discussion only

More info about user types: https://acrl.projectoutcome.org/pages/5 



Why Project Outcome?
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• Libraries know assessment matters
• We know that learning outcomes are important
• We need to be able to better tell our library’s story
• We need a consistent and convenient way to measure
• Why reinvent the wheel at every institution?



Outcomes for Today
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• Measure meaningful learning outcomes using Project 
Outcome for Academic Libraries.

• Use the Project Outcome for Academic Libraries toolkit 
to administer surveys, analyze results, and create 
reports.

• Understand how other libraries have used outcome data 
for action.

• Develop a simple plan to implement Project Outcome at 
your library.



Today’s Agenda
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Your 
implementation 

plan

Why measure 
outcomes

Outcome 
measurement 

process

Outcome 
measurement 

in action



Implementation Worksheet
Implementation worksheet: 
https://docs.google.com/doc
ument/d/1qruqZDO2Kctd7o
NNdjQfTpS9dUWMxcB2KB-
-iYtj3Vk/edit?usp=sharing
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qruqZDO2Kctd7oNNdjQfTpS9dUWMxcB2KB--iYtj3Vk/edit?usp=sharing


Measuring Impact



Measuring Impact
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Impact requires more than
� Intuition
� Gate counts or usage metrics
� Web traffic analytics
� Anecdotes

Libraries need more data and evidence to show their impact

The challenge is measuring impact when
� Library and institution needs differ
� Staff are busy
� Resources are limited
� Lack of understanding of what and why to measure



What is an outcome?
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An outcome is a specific benefit from a library program / service 
that an be quantitative or qualitative, and is expressed as 
changes an individual perceives in themselves.

It answers the question: what good did we do?

Or, in other words: how have learners been changed as a result 

of our interactions?

An outcome should be meaningful, achievable, observable, and 
actionable.



Measuring Impact
Needs Assessment Patron Satisfaction

Outputs Outcomes



Key Outcomes
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What good did 
we do?

Helping libraries measure four key outcomes

Knowledge Confidence Application Awareness



Taking Action
9 Advocacy

9 Assessment

9 Strategic Planning

9 Partnerships

9 Program Improvements

9 Resource Improvements

9 Funding Requests

9 Grant Work



BREAKOUT ROOMS
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Introduce yourselves.

Discuss: 
1. What are some of your library’s top strategic goals 

or initiatives?
2. How do you think outcome measurement could help 

you evaluate those initiatives or reach those goals?

20 minutes 



REFLECT
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What’s a goal at your library 
that outcome measurement 
could help you move 
towards?
Write down one sentence.

Remember that outcomes 
should be meaningful, 
achievable, observable, and 
actionable. 

Knowledge

Confidence

Application/Behavior 
Change

Awareness



Setting Goals

OK:

Increase the number of 
students who participate 
in library instruction.

Evaluate a new 
makerspace.
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Better:

Improve student research 
skills: reach more 
students and increase 
instruction effectiveness.

Determine the success of 
a new makerspace, as 
defined by impact on 
learning, frequency of 
usage, and type of usage. 



Outcome Measurement Process
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Step 1:  Set Goals

Step 2: Identify Needs

Step 3:  Measure Outcomes

Step 4:  Review Results

Step 5:  Take Action



Measuring Outcomes



Survey Topic Areas
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Outcome Measures
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Knowledge

Confidence

Application/Behavior Change

Awareness

What did patrons like most?
What can the library do to improve?



Survey Tools
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Immediate Surveys

• 4 Likert-scale 
questions + open-
ended feedback

• Patron-reported 
learning

• Use immediately after 
completion of a 
program/service

• Inform changes
• Get a snapshot for 

reporting and 
advocacy

Follow-up Surveys

• 3 yes/no questions + 
open-ended feedback

• Patron-reported 
adoption

• Use some time after 
completion of a 
program/service

• Inform internal 
planning

• Measure progress 
towards strategic 
goals

• Provide evidence for 
advocacy

Outcome 
Measurement 

Guidelines

• Use to design your 
own surveys and data 
collection methods

• Capture long-term 
impact



Example: Instruction Survey
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1. I learned something new that will help me succeed in my 
classes.

2. I feel more confident about completing my assignment(s).
3. I intend to apply what I just learned.
4. I am more aware of the library's resources and services.
5. What did you like most about this session?
6. What else could the library do to help you succeed in your 

classes?
+ up to 3 custom questions

Preview all surveys in the resources (login required): 
https://acrl.projectoutcome.org/surveys-resources/outcome-measurement-
survey-questions

https://acrl.projectoutcome.org/surveys-resources/outcome-measurement-survey-questions


Open-Ended Responses
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I enjoyed how the program was tailored 
to our specific assignment. Instead of 
focusing on different services the library 

offers, she decided to focus on our 
major writing assignment and how we 

can use the library's services 
specifically to succeed on our current 

assignment.

I like how they give us resources to help us 
succeed and make the best work possible! It's 
really awesome how they give us the resources 
and also take time to teach us how to use the 
resources efficiently and inform us about 

what things to do and what things to stay away 
from when using each different resource.

It was really helpful 
when it comes to 
finding the correct 

resources and 
databases for 

information. It will 
help very much in 

future 
assignments and 

research.
I liked seeing what I can use
in my potential interviews w/ 

future employers

I enjoyed how 
interactive it was

That I learned a new 
database that I can use in my 

studies.

Everything is 
great!Have more open 

hours (at night).

Nothing, I always 
love coming in!

Make their website and services 
more known. Before this 

program, I was unaware of a lot 
of the things they offered, and I 

feel like the same goes for many 
students on campus. The library 

offers so many things to help 
students succeed, but students 

aren't utilizing these things 
because they are unaware.

I think that it would help if we had 
these meetings in more of our 

classes.

have more
people to help 
us individually 

Make website more 
compatible w/ phones

Keep supplying research 
resources for as many 
subjects as possible.



Choosing the Right Survey

Choose Survey Topic & Type

Review Survey Questions

Choose Program

Identify Library Goals 

Identify Institution Needs 



QUESTIONS
about the outcome measures?

30Share in the chat…
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Survey Management
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Online survey link –
English, Spanish, and French

Mobile-friendly

Look at the “Creating a 
New Survey” tutorial to 
find out how you can 
embed a survey in 
another webpage



Enter Data
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SHARE

Think about the goal you 
set earlier:

1. What program or 
service would you 
evaluate at your 
library? 

2. Which survey would 
you use (topic and 
type)?

Share… and write on your worksheet



Reviewing Results



Data Dashboards
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Overview, Detail, & 
Matrix Dashboards
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Institution Info & 
Map Dashboards
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Reports



Accessing Raw Data
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Qualitative Data
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Review:
• Add to reports
• Filter and export from data dashboards
• Export with raw data

Look at the open-ended comments and consider:
• How do responses align with key learning outcomes?
• What do patrons find most helpful or valuable?
• What additional resources or services do patrons ask for?
• What can you do differently next time?

Qualitative data dashboards are coming soon!



Benefits of Project Outcome
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9 Short & simple surveys = higher response rates

9 Capture snapshot data and make immediate improvements

9 Open-ended comments are a goldmine

9 Standardized outcome measures

9 Aggregate, national benchmarks

9 Ready-made reports and data visualizations do the heavy 
lifting for you

9 Work at your own pace: pick & choose surveys based on 
program, capacity, and learning objectives

9 Customize: add context and custom questions to surveys, and 
create reports that highlight the information you need



QUESTIONS
about the functionality of the toolkit?
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Taking Action
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Program & 
Resource 

Improvements

Strategic 
Planning

Communication 
& Advocacy

Build 
Partnerships

Secure 
Funding

Taking ActionAssessment

Grant Work



Radford University
UNIV100: Library Challenge 
Game

Goals:
• Introduce first-year students 

to the librarians, resources, 
and spaces

• Reduce their anxiety and 
improve their information 
confidence 

• Translates into future use of 
library resources and services 
and improved student 
outcomes
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Library Challenge Game Outcomes
Previously used:
• Locally-designed survey
• Citation analysis
• Focus groups
• Observational assessment

Implemented Project Outcome 
Instruction immediate survey for 
this program in fall 2019
• Sampled 17 of 75 sessions
• 314 students responded (out of 341) 
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Results

“What else could the library do to help you 
succeed in your classes?”

• General positive: N = 34
• Study spaces: N = 20
• Study skills: N = 12 (Confidence)
• Research help: N = 11 (Confidence)
• Resource availability: N = 9 

(Awareness)
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“What did you like most about this 
session?”

• Game format: N = 52
• Engagement: N = 39
• Fun: N = 36
• Learning: N = 31 (Knowledge)
• Resource availability: N = 

31(Awareness) 



Nevada State College
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Administered space survey to 
students who had reserved 
group study rooms. 

Key results:
• Awareness outcome 

returned the lowest score
• Students comments 

indicated they use group 
study rooms for individual 
study because they are 
quieter



Results
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Actions
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• Improved signage
• Change study room reservation 

policies
• Soundproofing in study rooms
• Reduce noise in the library 

overall
• Advocacy



Central Piedmont Community College
Large, urban, multi-campus 
institution located in Charlotte and 
Mecklenburg County, NC
• CPCC Libraries
o 7 libraries on 6 campuses
o 32 full-time staff and 14 part-

time staff
• Enrollment: 18,885

oMale: 44.8%
o Female: 55.2%
oAfrican-American: 31.5%
oHispanic: 13.2%
oAsian/Pacific Islander: 6.6%
oWhite: 43.7%

Space survey results
• Led to changes in group study 

room policies
• Informed process of designing 

a new library

Future use
• Comparisons / benchmarking
• Trends
• Continuous improvement and 

advocacy
• Telling the story of what the 

library does and what it means 
to students
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Central Piedmont Community College
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Only 30 responses, but enabled evidence-
informed decision making in changes to 
circulating laptops

Allow Adobe to be 
automatically set up 

in chrome.



Next Steps
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Project Outcome 
Roadmap
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NEXT STEPS

What’s your plan of action at your library? 

What are the first things you need to do to get your 
ducks in a row? 

Write on your worksheet... and share



BREAKOUT ROOMS
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Discuss:
• What challenge(s) do you expect to face putting this plan 

into action?

Briefly brainstorm ways you might address those 
challenges.

10 minutes.



ACCOUNTABILITY CHECK-IN
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If you are willing to share with others in the group how you 
have put this plan into action, then share your email 
address for an optional check-in.

I will send a follow-up email in a month asking you to reply-
all and share with the group what you’ve done in the 
interim.



Keep in touch…
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• Watch the resources page, as more will be added

• Keep up with news and events – including upcoming 
workshops and webinars – on the website: 
https://acrl.projectoutcome.org/news_posts

• If you are a registered user, you’ll get occasional email 
updates (opt-out available)

• Follow Project Outcome on Facebook and Twitter
(@ProjectOutcome)

https://acrl.projectoutcome.org/news_posts


Learn More: ACRL RoadShows

Develop your skills in 
designing and implementing 
assessment initiatives so you 
can demonstrate your library's 
impact to campus 
stakeholders.

Learn to use the Standards for 
Libraries in Higher Education
to demonstrate your library's 
value and document its 
contributions to overall 
institutional effectiveness.

66http://www.ala.org/acrl/roadshows



QUESTIONS?
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Further questions after today?

Use the peer discussion board: 
http://acrlcommunity.projectoutcome.org
or email us (acrl@projectoutcome.org)   

http://acrlcommunity.projectoutcome.org/
mailto:acrl@projectoutcome.org


Thank you!

Please take 2 minutes to share your feedback in a brief survey
(link in chat)
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